- Sketch to Show Intent -

Condensate Neutralization System
From Aero Boiler (heating or domestic water)

Aero Boiler (typ)

Condensate Drain Topping

Aero Supplied Condensate Line

Union (to facilitate flushing lines)

Condensate Neutral Kit

Unions

Provide 1/2" 45s

Nonferrous metal nipple (17s)

Provide 1-1/4" Schedule 40 PVC piping supported every 4' (4") feet.

- All Schedule 40 pipe piping to be run all 1/4" per foot slope to appropriate FV/P/FS with air gaps.

- Cond. Neut. Kit to be sized by Manufacturer (Engineer)

- Drain piping to be run shallow, neat, to possible and not pose hazard to walkways.
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